Jesus Shares the Most Important Sign of All to All (Luke 11:29-32)
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And while the crowds
were thickly gathered
together,

1. ______________ Gather Around Jesus

He began to say, "This is an
evil generation.

2. Jesus Declares the Hard ___________
a. Crowds may not equal __________
b. People need to hear the _________

It seeks a sign,

3. Jesus Presents the ______________
a. Presently ________________ a sign
b. Continually _______________ signs
c. Never ____________ the right sign

and no sign will be given to
it except the sign of Jonah
the prophet1.

4. Jesus _____________ the Limited Sign

SUMMARY

1. No additional sign for anyone is needed. The _______________
declared all that people need to know.
2. The resurrection is an essential part of the ________________,
and needs to be shared.
3. There will be a judgment, and many will be ________________
based upon the truth.
4. Everyone will be judged, or will be under the judgment already
________________ for by Jesus.
************
2 Tim 3:7 always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of
the truth.
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"For as Jonah became a
5. Jesus _____________ the Limited Sign
sign to the Ninevites, so also
a. Like _________ “whale” illustrated:
the Son of Man will be to
b. Jesus’ death & _________________
this generation.
(Matt 12:40; Rom 1:3-4)
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"The queen of the South
will rise up in the judgment
with the men of this
generation and condemn
them, for she came from the
ends of the earth to hear the
wisdom of Solomon; and
indeed a greater than
Solomon is here.

6. Jesus Presents Witness #1
a. Who: Queen of the South
b. What: Will rise up (ἐγερθήσεται)
c. When: In the judgment
d. With: The men of this generation
e. Result: Will condemn them
f. Why: She came…to hear Solomon
g. Comparison: A greater is here
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7. Jesus Presents Witness #2
a. Who: Men of Nineveh
b. What: Will rise up (ἀναστήσονται)
c. When: In the judgment
d. With: This generation
e. Result: Will condemn them
f. Why: They repented…at Jonah
g. Comparison: A greater is here

"The men of Nineveh will
rise up in the judgment with
this generation and
condemn it, for they
repented at the preaching of
Jonah; and indeed a greater
than Jonah is here.
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Matthew 12:40 For as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly
of the great fish, so will the Son of Man be three days and three nights in
the heart of the earth.
Romans 1:3-4 3 concerning His Son Jesus Christ our Lord, who was born
of the seed of David according to the flesh, 4 and declared to be the Son
of God with power according to the Spirit of holiness, by the resurrection
from the dead.

